
Crazy Wife 2401 

Chapter 2401 Are You Even Human?(2) 

Leng ruoxue's words successfully caused Feng Xiu and the other two to break out in even more cold 

sweat. The Phoenix tribesman who had brought them to the parasol tree forest said with a nervous and 

fearful expression,""Lord lianwu, you can't use violence on the parasol tree! You can't hurt them!" 

"Can't hurt them? Hmph! These trees have been spoiled by your Phoenix-kind, if they dare to disobey 

me, I will chop them down and burn them like firewood!" Leng ruoxue scoffed. 

Upon hearing this, the member of the Phoenix Clan was silent for a moment. He wiped the cold sweat 

off his forehead and thought to himself,"so you guys don't need the parasol tree anymore, but they do!" 

How could he not be good to these trees? 

One must know that the Phoenix clansmen were practically treating these parasol trees like their 

ancestors. They were afraid that they would go on strike collectively. Of course, some of the parasol 

trees had gone on strike. However, there were still some who were working normally, weren't there? 

If Lord lianwu's few words made those parasol trees, which were barely able to work normally, go on 

strike, then their Phoenix Clan would have no place to cry. Thus, he really didn't want to see Lord lianwu 

treat the parasol trees like this. 

At this moment, the truth of Lord Lian Wu's words could be ignored, but it was absolutely impossible to 

scare these parasol trees! 

However, it was a pity that Leng ruoxue wouldn't give him any face at all. She rolled her eyes at the 

Phoenix Clansman whose expression had suddenly turned ugly. She then continued, "You'd better learn 

how I deal with these stubborn parasol trees!" 

I don't want to learn! He didn't dare to threaten the parasol trees, because they really dared to go on 

strike in a fit of anger! 

But it was not up to him to learn or not. 

Leng ruoxue stretched out her chubby, fair hand and touched the stubborn parasol tree. Then, she 

mumbled,""This place is not bad. If I cut it down, I can make a chair." 

"Let's just burn the branches like firewood! Oh! It can be used to cook rice, roast meat, and roast fish. " 

Leng ruoxue added with a smirk. 

Upon hearing this, the branches of the Wutong tree shook even more violently. As for the unlucky 

member of the Phoenix Clan, his face was getting paler and paler, and his whole body was trembling. At 

this moment, he really wanted to faint. Wu...Could he not face this violent and terrifying woman? 

"Little tree, have you made your choice? Do you want to come with me obediently, or do you want to be 

used as firewood or made into a chair?" Leng ruoxue didn't want to put on a one-man show, so she 

would ask this question from time to time. 

The parasol tree was furious. This human woman actually dared to treat it like this. It was preposterous! 
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The indignant parasol tree suddenly felt aggrieved as it thought about it. Wuu ... Who did it offend this 

time? How did he meet such a female fiend? This human woman was simply too shameless. It had lived 

in the Phoenix territory's parasol tree forest since it was young and had never seen someone like Leng 

ruoxue who would threaten it. This was because the Phoenix Clan had always been very protective of 

them. Hence, the parasol tree was not used to such a huge contrast. 

However, it was also afraid that this woman would really do what she said. Although it was just a tree, it 

was not stupid. It was very smart. Looking at the way the Phoenix Clan member treated this human, it 

could guess that this human's identity was not simple. If she really treated it as she said and the Phoenix 

King did not help it, it was really possible that it would die. 

As the saying goes, a true man knows when to yield and when not to. After thinking through all of this, a 

certain parasol tree that Leng ruoxue had used as a warning finally gave in. It said to Leng ruoxue while 

choking with sobs,""I'll go with you! 'It's really aggrieved. 

“……” 

T-this works too? 

Feng Xiu and the other two were dumbfounded. None of them had expected that the parasol tree 

would be afraid. This was the first time they had seen it. 

However, no matter what, Feng Xiu felt that the parasol tree that he was most familiar with was willing 

to leave with him. He was still very happy. 

Following that, he heard Leng ruoxue say to the parasol tree,""That's a good girl! No matter if it's a 

person or a tree, the most important thing is to be practical. So, your choice is wise. In addition, don't be 

afraid of me, I'm just scaring you. I won't really use you as a chair or as firewood. That would be too 

wasteful!" 

Ugh! After hearing this, Feng Xiu was simply speechless and didn't know what to say. 

When the Phoenix Clansman saw that Leng ruoxue had already taken away two of the parasol trees, he 

immediately said,""Lord lianwu, now there are already two parasol trees willing to follow you. Do you 

think ... We can go back?" 

"Why go back?" Leng ruoxue blinked her eyes and asked innocently after hearing what the Phoenix 

Clansman said. 

"Uh!" The Phoenix Clansman was speechless. Could he say that taking away two trees was already a lot? 

One must know that every single parasol tree was precious to the Phoenix tribe. With just these two, 

the Phoenix King would probably be heartbroken to see them! 

After thinking about it carefully, the Phoenix Clansman didn't know what to say. He didn't want to be 

too direct, but if he didn't say anything, Leng ruoxue would naturally pretend to be confused. Following 

that, he heard Leng ruoxue say,""You said that there are already two parasol trees that are willing to 

follow me, but in fact, neither of these two trees are willing to leave with me. So, I still want to try and 

see if there are any trees that are willing to leave with me." 

“……” 



Was this the rhythm of continuing to choose and threaten? The Phoenix Clansman was dumbfounded 

again. He couldn't help but roar in his heart, Lord Lian Wu! I beg you, stop picking! Two trees were 

enough! 

Sob ... The pitiful members of the Phoenix Clan looked at Feng Xiu and Feng Luo with a pleading look. 

Although these two were about to leave the clan, they were still members of the clan. They couldn't just 

watch a human woman harm their clan, could they? 

But unfortunately, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo chose to turn a blind eye to his pleading eyes. Who asked Feng 

Xiu to think that he and his brother's parasol trees had been settled, but his parents had not! Hence, he 

supported Leng ruoxue in choosing a few more parasol trees! 

If Feng Xiu could think this way, Feng Luo, who thought he was protective of his own people, naturally 

thought so. 

As for that crying Phoenix man, no one had the time to care about him! 

Feng Xiu and Feng Luo watched as Leng ruoxue looked left and right to choose a parasol tree that caught 

her eye. They immediately walked to her side and instructed her,""Lord lianwu, the thicker a parasol 

tree is, the longer it has grown, and the higher the intelligence it will produce. And a parasol tree like 

this is the greatest help to our Phoenix tribe!" 

"Oh!" Leng ruoxue nodded to show that she understood. She then turned to the Phoenix Clansman, who 

was crying as if his father had died, and asked,""Are there any parasol trees that are older than this 

one?" 

"There are! There are!" The moment the member of the Phoenix tribe heard this, he beamed with joy. 

In his heart, the older a parasol tree was, the more difficult it would be to serve it. Not only that, but 

most importantly, the older parasol trees were all on strike. Hence, he was more willing to let Leng 

ruoxue choose from there rather than from the ones that were suitable for the Phoenix tribe to 

cultivate. 

Chapter 2402 Are You Even Human?(3) 

He knew that no one could take the parasol tree away. In this case, this human woman should naturally 

give up, right? The Phoenix Clansman thought to himself with a pleased expression. 

When Feng Xiu and Feng Luo heard how excited their clansmen were, their hearts sank. They had 

already guessed where the parasol tree was. 

The two of them looked at each other gloomily. 

Initially, they had wanted to tell Leng ruoxue how to choose the best parasol tree, but who knew that 

they would let their clansmen take advantage of the loophole. Were they overreaching themselves? 

Especially when they saw Leng ruoxue's clueless expression, the two of them felt even more depressed. 

However, at this moment, it was not good for them to be too clear with Leng ruoxue. After all, this was 

the Phoenix Clan, and they had not left. 

However, even if they did not say anything, it did not mean that Leng ruoxue would not take the 

initiative to ask. 
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Leng ruoxue glanced at Feng Xiu and Feng Luo, who were suddenly depressed. She then asked with a 

curious look,""Why did your clansmen suddenly become so happy when they heard that I wanted an old 

parasol tree? Could there be something fishy going on?" 

She didn't lower her voice at all. The three of them didn't even need to prick up their ears to hear her 

clearly. As soon as she said this, the face of the member of the Feng clan turned red. Feng Xiu and Feng 

Luo couldn't help but cough awkwardly. However, their gloominess instantly disappeared. 

"The old sycamore tree is currently on strike." Feng Luo said very honestly. 

"Uh! Although they're on strike, I believe that with Lord lianwu's charm, those trees will definitely take 

the initiative to bow under your skirt!" The Phoenix Clansman hurriedly explained when he saw that his 

thoughts were clear. 

However, Leng ruoxue still looked at him with an expression that said 'so you didn't have good 

intentions'. Instantly, his old face burned! 

Sob ... How did I get exposed so quickly? He could not understand! She couldn't help but secretly glare 

at Feng Luo, who had exposed her. She thought to herself,'this little brat is really unlikable.' While she 

was at it, she carefully stole a glance at Leng ruoxue. 'This ... This human wouldn't smash the Feng clan 

in a fit of anger, right?' 

However, Leng ruoxue wasn't as angry as he thought she would be. Instead, she smiled and 

said,""Although you have some bad intentions, your flattery really hit the nail on the head. Forget it, I 

won't argue with you. Quickly take me to see those ancient sycamore trees! I'll have to properly 

appreciate them and see how old they are!" 

"Yes! Yes! This way, Lord lianwu!" The Phoenix Clansman's heart, which had been in his throat, was 

greatly relieved. That was close! However, at least he was safe! 

The place they were at just now was the periphery of the parasol tree forest, and the periphery was 

basically filled with some relatively younger parasol trees. If they wanted to see the older parasol trees, 

they had to go deeper into the parasol tree forest. 

Leng ruoxue and the other two followed the guide from the Phoenix Clan. The deeper they went into 

the parasol tree forest, the denser the fire-type spiritual Qi became. Not long after, Leng ruoxue saw 

many parasol trees that required ten people to surround them. 

However, according to a certain guide, these parasol trees were not the oldest ones. There were even 

older ones among them. 

The moment Leng ruoxue heard this, she immediately urged the guide to lead them further in. However, 

they had not walked far when a huge sycamore tree blocked their way. 

"Is there something?" Leng ruoxue glanced at the parasol tree that was blocking their way and asked 

indifferently. 

"Were you the one who threatened my junior, saying that you would use it as a chair and firewood?" An 

old face appeared on the giant parasol tree, and there was a hint of dissatisfaction in his tone. 



"Yes, it's me!" Leng ruoxue did not deny it. When the huge parasol tree heard Leng ruoxue's words, it 

flew into a rage. Its lush branches trembled violently to show its dissatisfaction. 

Leng ruoxue glanced at the giant parasol tree again and asked,""What's the use of shaking your 

branches when you're angry? I'm not afraid!" 

"You, you ... Despicable human, you're too infuriating!" The huge sycamore tree was enraged, and its 

dense branches trembled even more violently. 

However, Leng ruoxue still had a smile on her face as she coldly asked,""Excuse me, are you a human?" 

"..." The huge sycamore tree instantly turned to stone. It really didn't seem like a human! 

Seeing the huge parasol tree's dejected look, Leng ruoxue patted its trunk and consoled it,""Little tree! 

That descendant of yours is too disobedient. He already promised to leave with me, but he still 

complained to you. When I go back later, I'll definitely teach him a good lesson! Don't worry, Jade can't 

be made into anything if it's not cut. I'll do everything I can to cultivate it into something useful!" 

"No! No! You can't bully it!" Hearing this, the giant parasol tree immediately came back to its senses and 

shouted. 

"Then what do you think we should do? It's a snitch! I can't let this happen, otherwise, it might betray 

me in the future. I can't take this risk!" Leng ruoxue said with a serious expression. 

"I won 't! It won't do that, so you can't bully it!" The giant parasol tree said hurriedly. 

"Yes, yes. In front of you, I promise you that I won't bully it. However, it's going to leave with me. Even if 

I bully it, you won't be able to see it!" Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"Then, then what should we do?" The giant parasol tree was at a loss for words. After being a tree for so 

many years, it did not have the heart of a human. Hence, Leng ruoxue's words made it feel conflicted. 

Feng Xiu and the other two, who had also heard this, had completely different reactions. 

Feng Xiu and Feng Luo wanted to hear the old tree say,"I'll go with you and watch over you so that you 

don't bully your juniors." However, a certain member of the Feng clan had a bad premonition in his 

heart. 

Following that, a certain Phoenix Clansman heard Leng ruoxue say,""Why don't you come with me?" 

Upon hearing this, the Phoenix Clansman, who thought that she was in a pathetic state, revealed an 

expression of 'I knew it'. She couldn't help but feel disgusted in her heart. This human woman was really 

too despicable. She actually spared no effort in kidnapping the parasol tree. 

However, he had a deep understanding of the stubbornness of these parasol trees. He knew that this 

old tree would definitely not agree to Leng ruoxue's suggestion. Hence, he was really not worried that 

Leng ruoxue would be able to snatch this tree away. 

Leng ruoxue's words also made the old tree fall silent for a long time. 



It was so long that a certain Phoenix Clansman thought that the old sycamore tree would definitely 

refuse. Only then did the old sycamore tree slowly open its golden mouth and say,""I ... I can leave this 

place with you, but you can't bully us!" 

Yes! The little tree was its grandson and the closest relative it had alive. Therefore, it was really worried 

that its grandson would leave with a human. If something really happened, it would regret it for the rest 

of its life! 

Therefore, it felt that it was more at ease to follow and watch by itself. It also didn't want its grandson to 

annoy this human because of his stubbornness. If she really killed him, it would be the one who 

regretted it! 

It had agreed to Leng ruoxue's request so easily. This was something that Feng Xiu and the other two did 

not expect. However, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo were still rather excited about this outcome. On the other 

hand, a certain Phoenix Clansman was in a state of confusion. It was as if his parents had died. His face 

turned from white to black, then black to white! 

Seeing that the parasol tree was so tactful, Leng ruoxue was very happy. She patted its trunk and 

comforted it,""Don't worry, you won't regret following me. I won't bully you. " 

After hearing Leng ruoxue's promise, the old sycamore tree was relieved. 

However, after thinking for a while and secretly communicating with the other parasol trees beside him, 

the old tree said hesitantly,""Human, I still have some older brothers, can you bring them along? We 

don't want to be separated!" 

"No problem. How much do you have?" When Leng ruoxue heard this, she couldn't ask for more. The 

more she looked at it, the cuter she felt this parasol tree was. Hehe! This time, she really did not waste 

any effort! 

However, when a certain member of the Phoenix Clan heard this, he was so angry that he fainted. This 

fact was such a huge blow to him that he didn't even have time to report it to the Phoenix King. When 

the Phoenix King heard of this matter, everything had already become a foregone conclusion. 

At this moment, let alone the Phoenix who was so loyal to the Phoenix Clan that she had fainted from 

anger, even Feng Xiu and Feng Luo, who had been calm and collected, were dumbfounded when they 

heard this result. 

How ... How did this happen? 

This was simply too unbelievable! At that moment, the two phoenixes felt an unprecedented sense of 

admiration for Leng ruoxue. When they heard the old sycamore tree say that it wanted to leave with 

Leng ruoxue, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo could not take this huge shock and fainted from happiness. 

Looking at the three phoenixes that had fainted, Leng ruoxue was speechless. They really lacked 

training! This kind of determination is not good! 

Faced with Feng Xiu and Feng Luo, whose ability to take a beating was too low, Leng ruoxue secretly 

decided that she would strengthen their training in this area in the future. Otherwise, how could they 

faint so easily? 



The old sycamore tree did not expect that his words would cause the three little phoenixes to faint. He 

muttered to himself,""Human, this is none of my business!" 

"I know that you've made a wise choice!" After Leng ruoxue appeased the old sycamore tree, she 

praised it. 

Chapter 2403 Parasol Tree Mother Tree (1) 

Following that, Leng ruoxue thought for a moment and said,""Which tree wants to leave with me? wave 

your branches and let me see." 

The moment he said this, Leng ruoxue saw that the parasol trees in front of her were in a mess. The 

branches were shaking everywhere she looked. She casually counted and was surprised to find that all 

the parasol trees in the forest were willing to leave with her. Hehe! This was really great, this was the so-

called getting it without any effort! 

Once Leng ruoxue was happy, she immediately wanted to move the parasol trees into her bracelet. One 

must know that these trees were not young. If Feng Zhan and the other old phoenixes saw them, they 

would definitely be very happy. Thus, with a thought, all the parasol trees in front of her disappeared. 

The old sycamore trees, who had just been moved to a new place, were not used to it at first. But later 

on, they found that the spiritual Qi in the place they were in was too rich, especially the spiritual Qi of 

the fire attribute. It was so rich that it made them ecstatic. They wondered where they were. 

The fire attribute in this place was even richer than the one in Phoenix territory! 

At that moment, the old sycamore trees were excited. They shook their branches with all their might to 

show their excitement. The old Phoenix that had started the conversation with Leng ruoxue called out to 

her carefully,""Human! Humans! Are you there? Where is this place?" 

"Of course this is the little girl's space, you can live here in peace!" An evil laugh rang out, but the old 

sycamore tree knew that this voice was definitely not the voice of the human woman from before. 

"Who is it? Who's talking?" The old sycamore tree hurriedly asked. 

"It's me!" Following these two words, a fiery red behemoth descended from the sky and landed on a 

Wutong tree. 

"You, you're the fire Phoenix?" The old sycamore tree's voice trembled. How could there be a Phoenix 

tribe here? The reason why they wanted to leave with that human was to get rid of the Phoenix Clan! 

However, it had never expected that such a good place would be occupied by the Phoenix tribe. Sob ... 

At this moment, the old sycamore tree was somewhat regretful. It deeply felt that it had overreached 

itself. 

Hmph! They did not welcome the Phoenix tribe! 

At the thought of this, the old sycamore tree said fiercely,""Get down from my brother, we don't 

welcome you!" 
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"Little tree! Have you forgotten who I am? Why are you treating me so badly? sob ... I'll be sad if you do 

this. To think that I've been thinking about you all this time. " The fiery red figure, Feng Zhan, heard the 

old sycamore tree's words and started to sob. 

At this time, the sycamore tree that it landed on actually reprimanded the old sycamore tree,""Brother 

Jiu Jiu, don't be rude." 

That old sycamore tree did not have a name, and it was ranked 99th. All the trees that were older than it 

called it little brother Jiujiu. Now, the 99th-ranked old sycamore tree felt aggrieved when it saw that it 

had been called. 

"87th brother, you actually did it for a Phoenix ... I'm so sad!" An old face with tears in its eyes appeared 

on the trunk of the nine Nine old sycamore tree. It looked really pitiful. 

"Little nine, do you really not recognize it?" Parasol tree number 87 said helplessly. 

"It? Should I recognize it?" Parasol tree number 99 blinked its eyes and asked in confusion. 

"Hehe! Little ninth, I'm Feng Zhan!" Feng Zhan finally revealed the answer with a smile. 

"Feng...Feng Zhan? Prince Feng, Prince Feng's personal guard?" The name "parasol tree # 99" gave it a 

sudden inspiration, and some of its deep memories were awakened. However, it still couldn't believe 

that the Phoenix in front of it was Feng Zhan. 

Wasn't it said that Feng Zhan and the other guards of the Phoenix King had already died? Why was this 

man still alive and calling himself Feng Zhan? 

Moreover, it believed that brother eighty-seven would never recognize the wrong Phoenix, because 

there was a special way to identify the Phoenix between the parasol tree and the Phoenix. Even if the 

other party was reborn from the fire, they would still recognize it! 

Could this fire Phoenix really be Feng Zhan? 

"You're Feng Zhan?" Parasol tree number 99 could not help but ask. 

"Yes, yes, I'm sure of it!" Feng Zhan nodded. 

"B-but I heard that you've already died?" Tree No. 99 asked curiously. Although it was happy to see Feng 

Zhan, it still wanted to know more. 

"No, I didn 't! I was only sealed in the lower realm. It was this little girl, the human woman who moved 

you here, who saved us. Otherwise, we would really have been in danger of dying!" Feng Zhan sighed 

with emotion. 

"Isn't that human God Lord mist's aide?" Parasol tree No. 99 was puzzled again. The people of rime ice 

city wouldn't help Feng Zhan and the others, would they? 

"Hehe! Who said that? she's master Yu's disciple, and she's against Rime. So, it's wise for you to choose 

to follow her!" Feng Zhan complimented. 



"Master Yu's disciple? No wonder when I saw her, I felt close to her and felt that even if she was from 

rime ice, I should still follow her! My intuition was right!" Parasol tree number 99 said with a slightly 

proud tone. 

In fact, the parasol trees in the Phoenix territory had been deeply disappointed in the Phoenix tribe ever 

since their mother tree had withered. They had been looking for an opportunity to leave this place and 

start a new life. However, apart from the Phoenix tribe and its affiliated clans, very few other clans could 

Enter the Phoenix territory. Even if there were other clans, no one had the courage to abduct them. 

Therefore, they had been waiting for many years. 

Even though they had refused to cultivate with the Phoenix tribe, they had not been able to increase 

their own strength. For the sake of their mother tree, they were willing to do anything that would result 

in mutual destruction. 

Their actions were no different from waiting for death. However, for the pride of the parasol tree Tribe 

and to avenge their mother tree, they would rather there be no more parasol trees in the world than to 

see those annoying phoenixes. 

However, they could not bear to do so. The little parasol trees and the little phoenixes were innocent 

and they should not bear the grudges between the Phoenix tribe and the parasol tree Tribe. Hence, the 

old parasol trees did not stop the little parasol trees and the little phoenixes from cultivating together. 

This was also the main reason why the little parasol trees could not accept the little phoenixes. 

After waiting for a long time with no hope, the parasol trees thought that they could only wait for death. 

Leng ruoxue, this human, appeared out of nowhere and had the intention of bringing them away. Even 

though they lived in the parasol tree forest, some of the more powerful parasol trees had been 

observing everything within the Phoenix Clan with their divine senses. Naturally, they were aware of 

what Leng ruoxue had done to the current Phoenix King. 

Upon seeing Leng ruoxue, this audacious human, the Sycamore trees were instantly excited. Wasn't this 

a chance to take them away? The Phoenix King had also made an oath, so there was even less reason to 

stop them, right? 

Chapter 2404 Parasol Tree Mother Tree (2) 

Even though they were still not satisfied with Leng ruoxue's status, they could not care less now. As long 

as they could leave the Phoenix Clan, it was fine. More importantly, many parasol trees had expressed 

that they felt a sense of familiarity when they saw Leng ruoxue. In this way, Leng ruoxue's status was not 

that important anymore. 

Now, they had learned from Feng Zhan that Leng ruoxue was the disciple of the Imperial concubine. The 

parasol trees were even more excited. The place they were living in now was even more suitable for 

them than the Phoenix territory. Sob ... They had no other requests! 

After that, the parasol trees heard about Leng ruoxue's great achievements from Feng Zhan. They were 

even more satisfied with her. Then, they saw Feng Zhan. The bloodline of the Phoenix King in Feng 

Zhan's body made the old parasol trees so excited that they were speechless. 
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Feeling the chaos in the bracelet, Leng ruoxue smiled. Then, she stretched out her chubby little hand 

and patted Feng Xiu and Feng Luo, waking them up. 

When the two of them woke up in a daze, they were still at a loss. However, when they saw the empty 

space in front of them, their expressions changed drastically. 

"L-Lord lianwu, where are those parasol trees?" Feng Luo stammered as he asked. Weren't those 

parasol trees willing to leave with Lord lianwu? How did they all disappear? This was a big deal! 

"I dug it up and kept it!" Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"Uh!" Feng Xiu and Feng Luo were silent. It looked like they had been unconscious for a long time, right? 

Otherwise, how could Lord lianwu have dug out all those trees by himself? However, this Lord Lian Wu 

was really nimble. He managed to do everything by himself. Thinking of this, the two of them looked at 

Leng ruoxue with deep admiration. 

Glancing at their expressions, Leng ruoxue smiled faintly and said,""In the future, you won't be lacking 

sycamore trees for cultivation!" 

"Yes, yes." The two of them nodded in excitement. 

At this moment, she heard Leng ruoxue say with a smug look,""That's why I said that there's meat to eat 

if you follow me!" 

Feng Xiu and Feng Luo were silent for a while. Then, the two of them said in unison,""In the future, we 

will definitely follow the footsteps of Lord lianwu." 

"Good girl! Let's continue forward! I heard that there are even older parasol trees inside!" Leng ruoxue 

said with a calm smile. 

One must know that the old sycamore tree in the bracelet had been urging her for a long time, so much 

so that calluses were about to form in her ears. 

After Feng Xiu and Feng Luo heard what Leng ruoxue had to say, they were invigorated. They no longer 

lacked parasol trees, so they were more confident in following Leng ruoxue. After that, the three of 

them continued to walk deeper into the parasol tree forest. 

Before they left, the kind Feng Luo could not help but ask Leng ruoxue softly,""Lord lianwu, are we not 

going to care about him?" 

That 'him', Feng Luo was naturally referring to his own Clansman, the unlucky one who had been 

appointed by the Phoenix King to lead the way. 

"Who cares? What if he messaged the Phoenix King again? let alone taking these parasol trees away, I'm 

afraid it'll be difficult for us to leave the Phoenix territory safely. " Leng ruoxue replied matter-of-factly. 

Although the Phoenix King had made an oath, it would be a wonder if the Phoenix King would keep it! 

Leng ruoxue did not believe that lecherous old woman's words at all! 

Just like that, under Leng ruoxue's cajoling, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo abandoned their own clansmen and 

followed Leng ruoxue to cajole other parasol trees. 



In reality, what they did not know was that Leng ruoxue did not need to be abducted at this moment. 

Who asked these parasol trees to have the intention to leave long ago? they just did not find a suitable 

opportunity! And now, with the appearance of Leng ruoxue, a suitable candidate, the parasol trees in 

the parasol tree forest seemed to have seen a ray of light. Naturally, they were all elated and expressed 

that they wanted to leave with her. 

As such, every time the three of them arrived at a parasol tree forest, Leng ruoxue did not need to waste 

her breath. Many of the parasol trees expressed that they would ask Leng ruoxue to take them away. 

This scene made Feng Xiu and Feng Luo's jaws drop. 

This kind of thing was really too unbelievable for the two phoenixes who could still be considered 

innocent! 

The two of them were incomparably shocked. The way they looked at Leng ruoxue could no longer be 

expressed with admiration. It should be ... Shock! 

The parasol trees looked at them with disdain. There was even a parasol tree that said to Leng 

ruoxue,""Little girl, the Phoenix-kind now! It was completely different from the past. Look at these two 

little guys, they were really too restless! If this is the future of the Phoenix-kind, then I really don't think 

so highly of the Phoenix-kind!" 

These words made Feng Xiu and Feng Luo's faces flush red and they were extremely embarrassed. They 

even lowered their heads in shame and wished they could find a hole to hide in. Sob ... The two of them 

were being despised by the parasol trees! 

Leng ruoxue chuckled as she looked at the two of them. She then turned to the parasol tree that had 

expressed its opinion and said,""They still lack training! So, we shouldn't be too harsh on them!" 

"Hmm, that makes sense! Then I'll forgive the two of them for making a fuss!" The Wutong tree said 

very kindly. 

Hearing this, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo felt even more ashamed! They were so bad that when the parasol 

tree talked about them, it had an expression of disappointment. This was too terrifying! 

This didn't seem to be a big deal. When the two of them saw the entire patch of parasol trees in front of 

them, they were dumbfounded and so shocked that they lost the ability to speak. 

W-where did he go? The parasol trees ... Where did all the parasol trees go? 

Leng ruoxue had no intention of explaining when she saw the two phoenixes 'wide-open, dazed eyes. 

Instead, she said to the two phoenixes who were too shocked,""Let's continue forward!" 

Hearing the cheers that came from the bangle, Leng ruoxue brought Feng Xiu and Feng Luo to collect 

the parasol trees one after another. Feng Xiu and Feng Luo's mental endurance had also changed from 

their initial disbelief and shock to extreme calmness. In the end, the two of them had become 

completely numb. 

Just as Leng ruoxue kept another piece of parasol tree in her bracelet, she was about to continue on her 

way when she was stopped by Feng Xiu. 

Leng ruoxue looked at Feng Xiu in confusion. 



"We can't go in," Feng Xiu quickly explained. 

"Why?" Leng ruoxue blinked her eyes in confusion. 

One must know that the further they went, the higher the level of the parasol trees. It was obviously 

impossible for her to let go of the few biggest parasol trees not far away! 

"That's the ... Graveyard of the parasol tree. No Phoenix is allowed to set foot there. There's even a 

restrictive spell set up outside, so there's no way we can get in." Feng Xiu said. 

"Like this?" Leng ruoxue was a little worried after hearing Feng Xiu's words. She already knew that these 

old sycamore trees were nostalgic. The reason why they didn't want to deal with the current Feng clan 

was mostly because of their relationship with the former Phoenix King. So, she didn't know if sending 

Feng Zhan out as a lobbyist would work. What if these old sycamore trees didn't even give Feng Zhan 

face? what would she do then? 

Chapter 2405 Parasol Tree Mother Tree (3) 

At this moment, Feng Zhan's voice rang in Leng ruoxue's heart,""Little girl, I can't do anything about 

these old trees. They are the closest descendants of the mother parasol tree and they only listen to the 

mother parasol tree. Even our King can't do anything to them, so you can only find a way to get close to 

them yourself! Work hard! These trees were very important! Especially the mother parasol tree!" 

"Isn't the mother parasol tree already ..." Leng ruoxue asked carefully. In front of the old parasol trees, 

she was too embarrassed to directly say that their mother tree had already withered. 

"Little girl! The old sycamore trees told me that the mother sycamore tree should still be alive, but it's in 

a deep sleep. They don't know how to wake it up, so I can only ask you to find a way to see it. But if you 

want to see it, the most important thing is to convince the few sycamore trees that are protecting it! 

They're not as easy to talk to as the other parasol trees!" Feng Zhan reminded him. 

"Oh! Then I'll think of a way to try!" Leng ruoxue replied. She then cut off the connection with Feng Zhan 

and turned to Feng Xiu and Feng Luo. "Let's go over there and take a look!" 

Seeing that Leng ruoxue had made up her mind, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo had no choice but to follow her. 

Leng ruoxue was stunned when she arrived in front of the parasol trees. The parasol trees in front of her 

were simply too big. She estimated that they would require at least a hundred people to encircle them. 

These parasol trees formed a ring with their luxuriant branches intertwining with each other, blocking 

everyone's vision. 

Seeing this, Leng ruoxue took two steps forward to test the waters. However, she realized that a thin 

light screen was blocking her path. This should be the restriction that the parasol trees had set up, right? 

Looking at the restriction, Leng ruoxue's head started to hurt. She was here to ask for Amnesty, so it was 

impossible for her to force her way in. What if these parasol trees were angered and treated her as an 

enemy? wouldn't that be self-defeating? furthermore, she could tell that these parasol trees were not 

weak! At the very least, he had the cultivation of a deity Emperor. 

At the thought of this, Leng ruoxue could only say,""Is anyone there? I have something to discuss with 

you!" 
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After she finished speaking, no one paid any attention to Leng ruoxue. 

How detestable! These tree frames were really big! Leng ruoxue thought to herself and continued to 

ask,""Are there any survivors? Give me a reaction?" 

"Don't tell me all these trees are dead?" Seeing that there was still no response from the tree, Leng 

ruoxue mumbled to herself. 

"Uh!" Hearing this, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo, who were beside Leng ruoxue, couldn't help but wipe the 

cold sweat off their foreheads. They thought to themselves, even Lord Wu is too amazing! Was he 

cursing the parasol trees? 

However, it was undeniable that the moment Leng ruoxue finished her sentence, a parasol tree could 

not help but reply,""You bastard! Who died? We're clearly alive and well! Even if the entire Phoenix-kind 

is wiped out, we won't die!" 

At most, his cultivation would be slower. A certain Wutong tree could not help but think to himself. 

Hehe! Hearing this, Leng ruoxue was happy. However, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo were embarrassed again. 

AI! How much did these parasol trees hate the Phoenix tribe?! He actually cursed them all to die! He 

was really too vicious. 

It was unknown if the parasol trees had sensed Feng Xiu and Feng Luo's thoughts, but the hot-tempered 

parasol tree continued,""So what if I curse you? I can't wait for you all to die! F * cking B * tch Feng 

Tong, so many phoenixes have died, why don't you die!" 

Ugh! Feng Xiu and Feng Luo did not expect the parasol tree to be so excited. For a moment, they did not 

know how to react. On the other hand, Leng ruoxue was more curious and asked,""Who's Feng Tong?" 

"It's that slut, the Phoenix King! Of course, it's the current Phoenix King!" The sycamore tree explained. 

Then, a young face appeared on the tree trunk. It sized Leng ruoxue up and said,""Human, you have the 

aura of the Phoenix Clan on you, as well as the cheap Phoenix's aura. Tell me, what is your relationship?" 

Leng ruoxue could sense a hint of hostility from the parasol tree's tone. Hence, she had no doubt that if 

she were to say that she was friends with the current Phoenix King, she might be immediately attacked 

by this parasol tree. This parasol tree that was communicating with her was also the most violent and 

nationalistic youth she had ever seen. 

"I have nothing to do with that B * tch Feng you're talking about, and we're not friends." Leng ruoxue 

said after some thought. 

"Then how did you get into the Feng clan? Human, are you lying to me?" A certain parasol tree had a 

'don't take me for a fool' expression as it looked at Leng ruoxue unhappily. 

"I'm not lying to you! I was able to enter the Feng clan because I have Wu Xiao's token. " Leng ruoxue 

said honestly. 



"So you're that b*tch's man! No wonder!" A certain parasol tree was suddenly enlightened. However, it 

immediately shook its head and said,""Something's wrong! Something's not right. The aura on your 

body is so mixed that I can't tell what your background is!" 

A certain parasol tree was vexed. A big question mark appeared on the young face on the trunk. Its eyes 

were also filled with endless confusion. 

Leng ruoxue saw that this parasol tree liked talking to itself so much and could only helplessly 

reply,""My identity is quite complicated, so I would like to meet your mother parasol tree. I have 

something to talk to it about." 

"The mother parasol tree is no longer here." A certain parasol tree said with a vigilant look. 

"Really?" Leng ruoxue asked doubtfully. 

"Of course it's true. Why Would I Lie to You about this? Don't you notice that the color of our parasol 

trees has become dull? That's because we didn't have the mother parasol tree!" A certain parasol tree 

said matter-of-factly. 

"Oh, really? However, I thought that you've become so dull because you haven't cultivated with the 

Phoenix Clan for a long time. What do you think?" Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"This ... This has something to do with it. However, it's mostly because of the withering of the mother 

tree. That's why we're in this state." A certain parasol tree quibbled. 

"Since you insist on thinking this way, then I have nothing to say. I still have the same words, I want to 

see your mother parasol tree!" Leng ruoxue said stubbornly. 

"Human, don't you understand what I am saying? I told you, the mother tree is gone!" A certain parasol 

tree said somewhat frantically. 

"I understand. That's why I want to see the mother parasol tree!" Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"You ..." A certain parasol tree was so angry that its branches were trembling. 

At this moment, Leng ruoxue could clearly feel the space around her distorting. Following that, she was 

brought into an unfamiliar place. Seeing how calm Cang was in her arms, Leng ruoxue instantly knew 

that there should be no danger here. However, it seemed that she was the only one who had been sent 

here because Feng Xiu and Feng Luo were not here. 

But ... Where was this place? 

Leng ruoxue's beautiful eyes scanned the scenery in front of her. This should be a private Palace. The 

interior was decorated with red as the main color and gold as the secondary color. The decorations were 

simple and practical. It was low-key yet tasteful. It was the so-called low-key luxury. 

"Please take a seat!" A faint and gentle female voice entered Leng ruoxue's ears. 

Leng ruoxue expressed her gratitude and sat down on an empty chair. 

Following that, a Lady in Red appeared in front of Leng ruoxue and sat down. 



The lady in red looked to be in her thirties. She was extremely beautiful and had a noble and elegant 

temperament. She gave off a gentle feeling. Furthermore, the dense fire-attribute spiritual Qi on her 

body made Leng ruoxue immediately guess her identity. 

"You're the mother parasol tree?" Leng ruoxue asked. 

"It is!" The lady in red laughed indifferently. She was not surprised that Leng ruoxue had guessed her 

identity. 

"I heard ..." Leng ruoxue only said two words and did not continue. However, she believed that this 

woman would understand her meaning. 

As expected, after the lady in red heard Leng ruoxue's words, she smiled and explained,""I'm still alive, 

but I've spent most of my time in a deep sleep. That's why all the members of the Feng clan, including 

Feng Tong, thought that I'd already withered and died! This can't be helped, because I have to reduce 

the use of spiritual energy, otherwise, Wu will be in danger. " 

The lady in red's words became more and more sorrowful as she spoke. Her eyes were also slightly 

moist. When Leng ruoxue saw this, she was too embarrassed to continue asking who Wu was. However, 

she guessed that Wu should be the person closest to the mother parasol tree. 

"Wu Zheng is the Phoenix King. Of course, he is the previous one!" Seeing Leng ruoxue's confusion, the 

red-robed lady took the initiative to explain. 

Leng ruoxue suddenly understood. It seemed like this Lady in Red had a very deep relationship with the 

previous Phoenix King, to the extent that she was not willing to pay attention to the current Phoenix 

King. She would rather choose to sleep and the tree would wither! 

Leng ruoxue could not help but have a good impression of the parasol tree's affectionate and righteous 

behavior. After some thought, Leng ruoxue said directly,""Senior parasol tree, I have something to 

discuss with you." 

"You don't need to say anything. I already know what you're going to say, but I can't leave!" The red-

robed lady rejected without a second thought. Even though she was always in a deep sleep and did not 

care about worldly matters, the incident that happened in the parasol tree forest could not be hidden 

from her. Hence, she was clear about Leng ruoxue's intentions for coming. 

Although all the parasol trees in the parasol tree forest were her descendants, children would always 

have their own ideas when they grew up. Therefore, she would not hinder their own development. 

Since those parasol trees were willing to leave with the little girl in front of her, she would naturally not 

stop them. 

She also did not wish for her children to spend their entire lives in the parasol tree forest! She had no 

other choice but to stay here. 

Chapter 2406 My Dear, You're Finally Back (1) 

"Is it for that Wu You speak of?" Leng ruoxue made a guess after hearing the mother parasol tree's 

words. 

"Yes! Wu needs the support of my spiritual energy, or else she will die!" The red-robed woman nodded. 
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"Since you knew she would die, why didn't you think of saving her?" Leng ruoxue pretended to be 

curious. She knew that the "Wu" that the mother parasol tree was referring to was Feng Zhan's mother. 

However, the Phoenix King had always been sealed away. Rescuing the previous Phoenix King was also 

part of her plan. However, she did not have the ability to do so in the past. Now, she was willing to give 

it a try. 

He just did not know what the mother parasol tree was thinking. 

After hearing Leng ruoxue's words, the lady in red laughed desolately and said,""It's not that easy to 

save Wu. She was sealed by that B * tch, Wu Cheng. Only Wu Cheng can release her. However, how 

could Wu Cheng release a Tiger back to the mountain?" 

"If I say that I will think of a way to save the sealed Phoenix race, dragon race and white Tiger race, are 

you willing to cooperate with me?" Leng ruoxue gave it some thought and replied honestly. 

Upon hearing this, the lady in red could not help but widen her beautiful eyes. Her beautiful face was 

filled with shock. She looked at Leng ruoxue and asked hesitantly,""W-what did you just say? You want 

to save her? Little girl, do you know how hard it is to save Wu? All these years, I can't think of a way to 

save her except to support her spiritual energy. I've said it before, she was personally sealed by fog. 

Unless fog ripples is willing to let her out, she can only be sealed for life!" 

"It's impossible for Wu Chen to let her out. However, I'm willing to try." Leng ruoxue said directly. 

"Little girl, is what you said true?" The red-robed lady was still in disbelief as she asked for confirmation. 

Leng ruoxue nodded her head. Her beautiful eyes stared unblinkingly at the red-robed lady, waiting for 

her to make her choice. 

"Aren't you Fog city's advisor? Why are you helping us?" Even though the red-robed lady had received 

Leng ruoxue's affirmation, she was still filled with doubts. 

"Who said I'm from rime ice? I'm her enemy! We're mortal enemies!" Leng ruoxue saw that things 

seemed to be working out, so she spoke the truth. 

As expected, after hearing this, the red-robed lady was deeply confused. 

"I'm Leng ruoxue, the disciple of the previous Divine Master, Sir Yu. " Seeing that the lady in red was still 

in a daze, Leng ruoxue could only continue. 

"Master Yu's disciple? You really are?" The lady in red continued to be shocked. This news was really 

beyond her expectations. 

"I'm not lying. " Leng ruoxue nodded. 

"Then why do you have Wu Cheng's token?" The red-robed woman still had many doubts. 

"Cang gave it to me!" Leng ruoxue pointed at the little white cat in her arms. 

In order to match Leng ruoxue's words, Cang even specially waved his snow-white little claws and 

said,""En, I gave it to Niu! Little tree, you must believe in her!" 



"Lord, Lord Cang? You're Lord Cang?" Looking at the little white cat in Leng ruoxue's arms, the red-robed 

lady was petrified once again. 

As far as she knew, Lord Cang had always appeared in the form of a Totoro, but now he had actually 

turned into a cat. This ... The red-robed woman was a little confused. 

But as one of the most ancient plants in the God Realm, she was very familiar with Lord Cang's voice, so 

she only had to listen for a moment to know that this little white cat was undoubtedly Lord Cang. 

"Little tree, Niu is my master now, you have to listen to her!" Seeing the red-clothed woman's 

dumbfounded look, Cang said. 

This time, the red-clothed woman's petrified state became even worse. 

Lord, Lord Cang's master? What was going on? 

The woman in red was even more confused! 

Lord Cang actually had a master! It was this little girl in front of him? It was simply too unbelievable! 

The lady in red was stunned for a long time before she slowly regained her senses. Her eyes were filled 

with shock as she looked at Cang, while her eyes were filled with surprise when she looked at Leng 

ruoxue. 

To be able to make Lord Cang recognize her as a master, this little human girl must have something 

different. 

pAnD a(-)n0ve1.com That's right, she just said that she was master Yu's disciple! Now that lady Cang had 

confirmed it, the lady in red believed that Leng ruoxue's identity was unquestionable. 

At the thought of this, the mother parasol tree bowed to Leng ruoxue and said,""Wu Tong is willing to 

obey lady ruoxue's words." 

"Senior Wu Tong, you don't have to be so polite. You can just call me ruoxue." Leng ruoxue said with a 

faint smile. She didn't expect the mother parasol tree to be called a parasol tree. It was really 

convenient! However, at least this mother tree had a name, unlike the other parasol trees, which were 

addressed by code names! 

"Okay, then I'll call you ruoxue from now on!" Wu Tong said with a smile. Actually, she was still a little 

conflicted in her heart because Leng ruoxue was lady Cang's master. She was afraid that she would 

make lady Cang unhappy if she called her by her name. However, seeing that lady Cang did not object, 

she called her that in her heart. 

Actually, she was thinking too much. Cang didn't care what others called Leng ruoxue because it was 

well aware that its status in the God World was too high and its seniority was too high. Moreover, its 

own Niu was too young, so how to address her was really a problem. Hence, after discussing with Leng 

ruoxue, the two of them decided to go their own way and not interfere with each other's matters! 

However, not many people knew about this situation! 



After Leng ruoxue had a simple conversation with the mother parasol tree about her identity, she went 

straight to the point,""Senior Wu Tong, saving the previous Phoenix King was part of my plan. However, 

because my strength was not high, this plan could not be carried out. But now, I really want to give it a 

try and I hope that senior can support me." 

"Ruoxue, how do you want me to support you? To tell you the truth, although I have the cultivation of a 

Hierarch, my strength is not high among Hierarch experts. In addition, I have been providing spiritual Qi 

to Wu for so many years, so I am only a Hierarch in name. I don't know how I can help you, but you can 

tell me. As long as it is within my means, I will do my best!" The mother parasol tree said sincerely. 

"Hehe! I'll still say the same thing, as long as senior leaves with me!" Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

"Ruoxue, it's not that I don't want to leave, but I need to provide spiritual energy to Wu! She can't live 

without me! Otherwise, she will die!" The mother parasol tree felt a little troubled after hearing Leng 

ruoxue's words. 

"Senior, I wonder how long you can last in your current condition? If I'm not wrong, the reason why your 

tree body withered was not entirely because of your deep sleep, but because you lost too much spiritual 

Qi, right?" Leng ruoxue said. 

Leng ruoxue did not ask about the previous Phoenix King's condition. Instead, she reminded the mother 

parasol tree because she knew that the mother parasol tree's body was in a terrible state. If this 

continued, its life would come to an end! 

When the parasol tree mother heard Leng ruoxue's words, she only sighed heavily. She knew that she 

could not hide it from this little girl, so she replied honestly,""I can still hold on for another hundred 

years." 

Chapter 2407 My Dear, You're Finally Back (2) 

A hundred years later, she would not be able to help Wu! 

"What about the Phoenix King?" Leng ruoxue probed. She could tell that the mother parasol tree had a 

very deep relationship with the previous Phoenix King. Otherwise, it would not have chosen to sacrifice 

itself in such a way. 

"She's severely injured. Without my spiritual Qi, she can only live for another ten years at most." The 

mother parasol tree said sadly. Such a fact made her heart ache. 

"What if ... And I'm saying what if, within ten years, I find a way to save her?" Leng ruoxue asked again. 

"If she can be saved within ten years, she still has a chance to live. Otherwise, the only path for her is 

death, and I will also die in a hundred years." The mother parasol tree explained. 

"Senior, although I can't guarantee that I will be able to save the Phoenix King within ten years, I 

promise that I will try my best. And your current situation is also very bad. I think you should first ensure 

your own survival, so that you can better help the Phoenix King! Otherwise, not only will you not be able 

to save yourself, you won't be able to help her. " Leng ruoxue advised him with a heavy heart. 

"How can I not know, but ..." The mother parasol tree was in a dilemma. 
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"Senior, I can help you." Leng ruoxue said with certainty. 

"Little girl ..." The mother parasol tree hesitated. Just as it opened its mouth to say a few words, it was 

interrupted by Leng ruoxue again. 

"Senior, listen to me first. I know that the Phoenix King needs spiritual Qi, but I think that you need a lot 

more spiritual Qi than she does now. Without your spiritual Qi, the Phoenix King will live for another ten 

years. So, I think that as long as you can obtain a lot of spiritual Qi in the next ten years, then, whether it 

is you or the Phoenix King, the chances of survival will be greatly improved. What do you think?" Leng 

ruoxue asked. 

"That's true, but where can we get a large amount of spiritual energy?" The mother parasol tree's 

expression became even more conflicted. However, the next second, she realized that she had been 

moved to another place. Then, she was petrified again! 

W-where was this? 

How could there be such dense spiritual energy? 

The mother parasol tree had lived in the divine realm for tens of thousands of years, but she had never 

known that there was such a place in the divine realm. This place ... She was excited. 

At this moment, Leng ruoxue's voice rang in the ears of the parasol tree,""Senior, are you satisfied with 

this place?" 

"I'm satisfied! He was satisfied! Ruoxue, where is this place?" The mother parasol tree, who had finally 

regained her senses, was like Granny Liu who had entered a Grand View Garden. Her eyes could not see 

anything at all, and the rich spiritual energy here made her even more ecstatic. 

"This is my space. Since senior is very satisfied with this place, then senior can stay here and cultivate for 

the time being! Also, there should be many old friends you know here!" Leng ruoxue said with a 

mysterious look. 

"What?" The mother parasol tree was a little confused. What did this girl mean? 

"Lady Wu Tong!" At this moment, another voice rang out in the ears of the mother parasol tree. This 

voice seemed to be somewhat familiar. 

As soon as she turned around, the mother parasol tree saw a huge fire Phoenix standing not far away 

from her with tears in its eyes. It was looking at her with excitement. 

"You're ... Feng Zhan?" The mother parasol tree only needed a moment to recognize who Feng Zhan 

was. 

Seeing that the mother tree had recognized him, Feng Zhan nodded his head excitedly. 

"Little fengzhan, I can't believe you're still alive. I thought ..." The mother parasol tree was also moved to 

tears. 

However, when she called him little Feng Zhan, Feng Zhan's excitement faded a lot. He said 

helplessly,""Lady Wu Tong, I'm not young anymore!" 



Sob ... Why did the mother parasol tree still call it little fengzhan after so many years? Even though it 

sounded rather friendly! However, it felt weird to be called little fengzhan when it was already an old 

Phoenix! 

"Hahaha! In my eyes, you're just a little guy!" Hearing Feng Zhan's complaint, the mother parasol tree 

laughed happily, and her sorrow was alleviated a lot. Back then, when she and Wu had nothing to do, 

they would always play with these little guys. Now that she thought about it, it felt like it was just 

yesterday, but now, things had changed a long time ago. 

"Lady Wu Tong still likes to bully people!" Feng Zhan pouted his lips arrogantly and said in a seemingly 

dissatisfied tone. Leng ruoxue was truly in a state of confusion when she saw this. 

pAn,D a-n0ve1,c-o-m Oh my God! Did she see wrongly? Was it Feng Zhan who had that expression? 

Leng ruoxue felt that she couldn't quite accept this terrifying scene. She would rather see Feng Zhan 

scolding those naughty little phoenixes every day with a serious face than see it acting coquettishly. It 

was just too ... 

However, at this moment, the excited Feng Zhan and the mother parasol tree had no time to care about 

Leng ruoxue's wild thoughts. The two of them, who had not seen each other for a long time, 

immediately abandoned Leng ruoxue and ran off to the side to chat. 

Ugh! Seeing this, Leng ruoxue was speechless. She was actually being ignored! 

With a depressed heart, Leng ruoxue left the bangle and went outside to take a look. Cang ye was 

looking at the sky at a 45-degree angle, his face red with the words 'I've been abandoned again!'. 

Seeing this, Leng ruoxue could not help but laugh. 

Hearing the laughter, Cang turned his head and pounced into Leng ruoxue's arms when he saw her. He 

acted coquettishly and rubbed against her non-stop. Then, the human and cat wandered around the 

home of the parasol tree self-sufficient. 

After an unknown period of time, the voice of the mother parasol tree finally sounded from the bottom 

of Leng ruoxue's heart. Leng ruoxue's mind shifted and the mother parasol tree was removed from the 

bracelet. When the lady in red came out, she was carrying an extremely unwilling Little Phoenix in her 

arms. 

The little Phoenix was Feng Zhan. When he saw Leng ruoxue, he immediately howled at her with tears in 

his eyes,""Master, save me!" 

This parasol tree was too terrifying! Even Feng Zhan, who had never received a mother's love since he 

was young, couldn't stand that woman's overflowing motherly love. 

This woman, from the moment she saw it, she had been holding it with an excited look on her face and 

refused to let go. No matter how Feng Zhan struggled with all his strength, he couldn't get it. And now, it 

was being carried out by this woman again. Feng Zhan deeply felt that his future days would not be too 

good. 

Hence, at this moment, the moment it saw Leng ruoxue, it immediately asked for help. However, Leng 

ruoxue only gave it a helpless look and ignored it! 



Sob ... Tears quickly gathered in Feng Zhan's eyes, and more and more of them gathered. The expression 

on his face also became more and more resentful. When the mother parasol tree saw this, it thought 

that Feng Zhan was thinking about the mother it had never met before. It consoled Feng Zhan with a 

pained expression,""Little zhanzhan, don't cry! Aunty and ruoxue will definitely think of a way to save 

your Royal mother!" 

"..." Although Feng Zhan was touched by her words, it also left him speechless. Of course, he believed 

that his master would find a way to Save the Queen, but could she not hold him like a child? After all, it 

was still a Phoenix King when it was in high wind continent! Now that it was being held like a baby, how 

much damage was it to its dignity as the Phoenix King! 

Chapter 2408 My Dear, You're Finally Back (3) 

Feng Zhan felt like he was going crazy! 

However, its innate sense of closeness to the parasol tree prevented it from saying anything that would 

make the excited mother parasol tree sad. 

Sob ... Master isn't helping me, what should I do?! 

It was only then that he remembered Leng ruoxue's parasol tree mother. He turned to Leng ruoxue with 

an embarrassed look and said,""Ruoxue, I'm sorry. I've embarrassed myself." 

"It's alright, I can understand senior's feelings. " Leng ruoxue glanced at Feng Zhan sympathetically, still 

not caring about the bitter and conflicted Little Phoenix. On the contrary, she felt that Feng Zhan's 

current appearance was quite loving! 

From this, one could see how sad Beastie was to have an unscrupulous master! 

However, Feng Zhan, who was very disappointed in his master's lack of help, had clearly given up on 

himself. He lowered his little head and fiddled with his little claws without saying a word. His heart was 

already full of tears. 

"Ruoxue, I have to thank you for everything you've done for the Phoenix Clan!" The mother parasol tree 

continued. 

"That's what I should do. The Phoenix Clan has recognized me as their master!" Leng ruoxue said with a 

smile. However, she felt a little depressed in her heart because the mother parasol tree was being polite 

again, and she was really not used to such politeness. 

Following that, Leng ruoxue took the initiative to change the topic,""Senior, are you willing to leave with 

me now?" If she was still unwilling, Leng ruoxue felt that she was truly at her wit's end. 

"Of course! I've already decided to move all the Sycamore trees in the Phoenix territory into your space, 

ruoxue!" The mother parasol tree laughed evilly. 

In fact, more than half of the parasol trees had already entered the forest. The only ones who had not 

yet entered were the young ones at the outer perimeter of the forest. Now that the mother tree had 

given the order, the younger ones could forget about running away! 
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Upon hearing this, Leng ruoxue was relieved and happy. He wondered if the Phoenix Clan could still be 

considered as the Phoenix Clan in name without the phoenix tree. What would their cultivation be like 

in the future? 

Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. She then thought of another question and asked directly,""Senior, what 

about your tree? Was there any possibility of survival? Or are you going to stay here and not care?" 

"Take my tree body as well. Although the chance of survival is very slim, I'd rather use the wood as 

firewood and burn it than leave it to the Phoenix Clan. The Phoenix-kind won't even be able to get a 

single leaf of the phoenix tree!" The mother parasol tree's aura shook as it spoke fiercely. 

Ugh! He didn't expect the mother parasol tree to be like him, who didn't like to waste! Leng ruoxue 

could not help but chuckle to herself after hearing the mother parasol tree's words. 

He wondered what the current Phoenix King's expression would be when she found out that he had 

stolen all the parasol trees, not even leaving a branch for them. Leng ruoxue was really looking forward 

to seeing the Phoenix King's reaction. 

Following that, with the cooperation of the mother parasol tree, Leng ruoxue had a change of mind. She 

first kept the surrounding parasol trees into her bracelet before the mother parasol tree brought her 

away from the place. 

At this moment, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo, who were extremely anxious because of Leng ruoxue's sudden 

disappearance, were stunned when they saw that Leng ruoxue had returned. After a long while, the two 

of them rubbed their eyes hard before they could confirm that Leng ruoxue had really returned! 

"Lord Lian Wu, where did you go? you've made us so worried!" The little boy, Feng Luo, looked at Leng 

ruoxue worriedly. In his fiery red Phoenix eyes, tears were quickly gathering. 

"Hahaha! I was invited by the mother parasol tree to be a guest!" Leng ruoxue patted the cute little 

boy's head and smiled. 

It seemed like this little fellow was really worried about her. Look at him, he was about to cry. However, 

Feng Xiu was also looking at her with a nervous expression. This made Leng ruoxue very satisfied with 

the performance of these two phoenixes. 

"Parasol tree mother tree?" Hearing these words, Feng Luo immediately froze. 

Feng Xiu also looked at Leng ruoxue with excitement and asked anxiously,""Lord lianwu, is the mother 

parasol tree still alive?" 

"What's wrong? Do you really wish that I'm no longer here?" When she heard this, the mother parasol 

tree, who had been acting as an invisible person by Leng ruoxue's side, spoke up coldly. 

"Uh!" Feng Xiu didn't know how to react when he heard the unfamiliar woman's voice. Moreover, from 

the voice, it seemed to be the mother parasol tree! This possibility also made Feng Xiu nervous and at a 

loss. 

At this moment, Leng ruoxue kindly helped Feng Xiu out of his predicament,""Senior, these two 

phoenixes are my people now, so don't scare them." 



"Alright! For ruoxue's sake, I'll reluctantly accept them!" The mother parasol tree said. In fact, the 

reason why she didn't like Feng Xiu was because the aura of the phoenix tree on Feng Xiu was too 

strong, which made her feel disgusted. 

However, since Feng Xiu had already forsaken the darkness for the light, she naturally had to give him a 

chance! 

With that thought, the mother parasol tree no longer made things difficult for Feng Xiu. When Feng Xiu 

saw this, he could not help but wipe the cold sweat off his forehead and gave Leng ruoxue a grateful 

look. 

After that, Feng Xiu saw with his own eyes that the few thickest parasol trees in front of him had 

disappeared. The withered body of the mother parasol tree appeared in front of him. In the next 

second, the huge body of the mother parasol tree disappeared as well. 

This scene had caused quite a stir for Feng Xiu. However, he, who had always been observant, knew that 

there were some things that should not be asked. And looking at the current situation, Lord Lian Wu 

should have succeeded in abducting the mother parasol tree! 

In an instant, Feng Xiu's admiration for Leng ruoxue reached its peak. However, at this moment, he was 

still not aware that there were no more parasol trees in the parasol tree forest. Otherwise, his feelings 

for Leng ruoxue would not be just admiration. 

Not long after, Feng Luo regained his senses and peeked at the mother parasol tree with a curious 

expression. However, he did not dare to ask anything. When Leng ruoxue saw this, she could not help 

but laugh in her heart. Following that, she sent a voice transmission to Azure and asked him to create an 

illusion so that the moment they left the parasol tree forest, they would be hunted down by the Phoenix 

tribe! 

Cang nodded. After settling everything, he told Leng ruoxue. Leng ruoxue informed the mother parasol 

tree and sent him back into the bracelet. Then, she left the parasol tree forest with the two silly 

phoenixes who were in a daze. 

On the way back, Feng Xiu and Feng Luo were very curious about the parasol trees that had appeared in 

front of them. If they hadn't lost their memories, all the parasol trees here should have been gone. What 

were these in front of them? 

However, before the two of them could ask, Leng ruoxue took the initiative to answer,""Those are all 

fake. When you see the Phoenix King later, don't let it slip, understand?" 

"Yes." The two of them nodded in a daze, their hearts drenched in cold sweat. 

Fake! It was actually fake! The two of them were instantly speechless. It seemed that Lord lianwu was 

even more powerful than they had known! This was what the two of them were thinking at the 

moment. 

They went back to the Phoenix King Palace. 

The Peacock King and his clansmen, who were left outside the Phoenix King Palace, treated Leng ruoxue 

as if she was their family member. Sob ... When their master was not around, they had been harassed by 



the Phoenix Clan many times. The Peacock King, in particular, had delivered himself to the Phoenix 

King's door to be teased! 

However, this was the Phoenix Clan. The parasol tree forest didn't allow them to enter, so they could 

only wait outside. Fortunately, their master returned quickly. Otherwise, they didn't know if they would 

be able to keep the Peacock King! 

Hence, the moment the Peacock King saw Leng ruoxue, he shouted,""My dear, you're finally back!" 

Then, he pounced towards Leng ruoxue. 

Leng ruoxue stretched out her arm and stopped the Peacock King from throwing himself into her arms. 

She happened to catch a glimpse of his disheveled appearance and furrowed her brows,""Little Peacock, 

what's wrong with you? Could it be that someone took advantage of you?" 

"My dear! "Wu ..." It would have been better if Leng ruoxue had not brought this up. The moment she 

did, the Peacock King immediately felt aggrieved. However, the intelligent Peacock King had not 

forgotten where he was. Hence, he still called out to Leng ruoxue with caution and affection. 

"My little darling, don't cry! Quickly tell me, what's wrong with you?" Seeing this, Leng ruoxue tried her 

best to play along. The way the two of them addressed each other was so intimate that it gave the 

peacocks goosebumps. 

This is too mushy, don't you think so? 

However, the peacocks didn't dare to laugh out loud. They could only lower their heads and hold back 

their laughter. However, their trembling bodies made Feng Xiu and Feng Luo feel sympathy for them. It 

looked like these peacocks were really frightened! 

AI! The Phoenix Clan! What should I do with you? 

As a member of the Phoenix Clan, Feng Xiu knew very well that the Phoenix King was not the only one 

who had designs on the peacock clan. Some other clansmen had also been coveting the peacock clan for 

a long time. However, he had never thought that these clansmen would be so bold to not even let off all 

of Lord Wu's beasts. If this angered Lord Wu, the consequences would be very serious! 

However, even if Lord Wu wasn't angry, the consequences seemed to be quite serious. 

Thinking of the fake parasol tree forest, Feng Xiu's thoughts were rather complicated. 

On the other hand, Feng Luo didn't think so much. Seeing that the Peacock King was only sobbing in 

grievance, Feng Luo couldn't help but urge anxiously,""Peacock King, what grievances do you have? Lord 

lianwu will definitely seek justice for you!" 

This child quickly forgot that he was a member of the Phoenix Clan and firmly sided with an outsider. 

After receiving Feng Luo's encouragement, the Peacock King raised his teary eyes and said in an 

aggrieved manner,""The Phoenix King, the Phoenix King threatened me. She said that if I go with you 

wholeheartedly, the peacock tribe will be the enemy of the Phoenix tribe in the future. She also told me 

to be careful not to fall into her hands in the future, or I will suffer a fate worse than death!" 

Chapter 2409 Are You Causing Trouble?(1) 
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After saying these words, the Peacock King looked at Leng ruoxue with a sorrowful expression. The 

expression on his face seemed to be saying,'please protect me, please help me!' 

However, when the peacocks who knew the situation heard their King's words, not only did they break 

out in cold sweat, but all of them were also embarrassed. 

This was because their innocent and honest Peacock King had been corrupted! It was dyed black! 

Wu ... Thinking back, the Peacock King was simply a piece of pure white paper! Of course, it was the 

same for them. However, after having a black sesame-filled master, they all became black as well! 

This was all thanks to master's guidance! 

The peacocks felt sorry for him. 

In fact, the Peacock King's words were full of water! Although the Phoenix King had taken advantage of 

the fact that their master was not around to come out and tease their King, and had also warned their 

King, it was definitely not as serious as the Peacock King had said. The Phoenix King had only asked their 

Peacock King to think carefully whether he really wanted to leave the Phoenix territory and follow a 

woman who did not seem very reliable to wander the world! 

The Peacock King immediately rejected the Phoenix King and expressed that they were willing to follow 

their master. In fact, they had already acknowledged their master, so there was no use for the Phoenix 

King to say anything. More importantly, their King and some of the peacocks in the peacock tribe had 

long wanted to leave the Phoenix tribe. This was the best opportunity for them to leave. They would be 

stupid to let it go! 

Therefore, the Phoenix King's provocation did not achieve the effect she had imagined. Instead, it 

caused the Peacock King to complain to her in front of his master. At that moment, some of the more 

kind-hearted peacocks began to sympathize with the Phoenix King. They wondered how their master 

would treat the Phoenix King! 

However, when they thought of their master's bad reputation, all the peacocks believed that the 

Phoenix King would definitely not be able to take advantage of their master. With this thought in mind, 

they suddenly became eager to try. 

Even some peacocks that weren't afraid of trouble immediately echoed the Peacock King and 

howled,""My Lord! The king is right, the Phoenix King has gone too far. Not only did she flirt with our 

King, but she also incited her clansmen to flirt with us. Wu.....You have to help us!" 

“……” 

As soon as he said this, all the peacocks turned their gazes to an ordinary-looking Peacock. The Peacock 

King gave the peacock a satisfied look that said he was a promising student. When the peacock saw this, 

it became even more proud. 

The Peacock King did not feel guilty at all for framing the Phoenix King. He had wanted to do this for a 

long time, but he did not have the courage to do so. Now that the Phoenix King's master had changed, 

he truly felt that there was no need for him to be afraid anymore! 

Therefore, he made use of the words 'a Fox exploiting a Tiger's might' very well. 



With one Peacock leading the way, the other peacocks quickly reacted and began to accuse the Phoenix 

Clan of their atrocities one after another. 

"My Lord! I've been touched by a Phoenix!" 

"My Lord! The Phoenix Clan wants to take me by force!" 

"My Lord! The Phoenix-kind is threatening me!" 

As she listened to all these complaints, cold sweat began to form on Leng ruoxue's forehead. She didn't 

even need to ask to know that these peacocks who loved to see the world in chaos were deliberately 

causing trouble. Although she believed that a certain someone would definitely covet these peacocks if 

they were left here, but to bully her peacocks so brazenly and even let these peacocks have the chance 

to complain to her, just how stupid was a certain someone?! 

In an instant, Leng ruoxue started to sympathize with a certain someone. 

But if you want to bully Beastie, you still have to look at the master! 

To dare bully her Beastie, no matter what the other party's intentions were, it was unforgivable! 

With this thought in mind, Leng ruoxue immediately shouted at the top of her lungs,""Your Highness! 

The Phoenix King! Get the hell out here!" 

Leng ruoxue had intentionally added some divine power into her voice. As such, the sound spread over a 

wide area. Almost all the phoenixes in the Phoenix Clan had heard the sound and were attracted over. 

The elders of the Phoenix Clan thought that someone had come to cause trouble, so they ran to the 

Phoenix King Palace in a panic. Wasn't this Lord Lian Wu? 

Causing trouble? 

After a Guard's big mouth spread the news of Lord lianwu's identity, almost everyone in the Phoenix 

Clan knew. As a result, many phoenixes respected her, or at least did not dare to offend her. After all, 

she was God master Rime's favorite! 

But what was the situation now? What was this? 

The elders of the Feng clan looked at each other, but no one dared to step forward and ask. They could 

all feel Lord Wu's aura, which was about to explode! It was quite powerful! They were all a little 

nervous! 

Seeing that the number of phoenixes had increased, Leng ruoxue deliberately put on an arrogant 

expression. She raised her chin and said with a look of disdain,""Tell the Phoenix King to come out! Do 

you think you'll be fine if you close your eyes?" 

“……” 

The elders of the Feng clan all wiped their sweat. This Lord Lian Wu was really too rude. He actually 

asked their Phoenix King to come out! The great Phoenix King, even if she wanted to come out, she 

couldn't use the 'roll'! 



"What, I can't order you around, can I? I'll give you five minutes to get the Phoenix King to come out and 

see me. Otherwise, don't blame me for being impolite!" Leng ruoxue shouted again when she saw the 

elders of the Phoenix Clan standing there in a daze. 

Master! Master is so brave! It was too great! 

When the peacocks heard this, their eyes turned red and they looked at Leng ruoxue with adoration. 

Their gazes of adoration that they did not even bother to hide made Leng ruoxue feel a little 

embarrassed! 

However, who was Leng ruoxue?! Her mental endurance was still very strong! So, she only felt awkward 

for a moment before she calmed down! 

However, it was a pity that the elders of the Phoenix Clan still did not know what to do after hearing 

Leng ruoxue's threat! 

The elders of the Feng clan were in a dilemma! At the same time, he couldn't help but resent the 

Phoenix King. Why did he have to provoke this fiend for no reason? 

This was especially so for the elders of the Phoenix Clan. When they saw another blood-red token 

appear in Leng ruoxue's hand and she was even playing with it casually, the corners of their mouths 

could not help but Twitch. 

This ... Was this a threat? 

They already recognized the medallion and knew that it was personally bestowed by God Lord fogripple. 

Thus, although they were a little angry at Lord lianwu, they did not dare to show it. 

Faced with the silence of the elders of the Phoenix Clan, Leng ruoxue was starting to get impatient. 

Why were all these elders of the Phoenix Clan just standing there and doing nothing? No wonder the 

Phoenix Clan was not as powerful as it used to be! AI! This is really disappointing! 

As for the Phoenix King, she had already said that. She didn't believe that the Phoenix King couldn't hear 

her. 

With this thought in mind, Leng ruoxue did not want to wait any longer. She brought her men to the 

entrance of the Phoenix King's Chamber and kicked open the door of the main hall. Then, she swaggered 

in. 

Chapter 2410 Are You Causing Trouble?(2) 

The elders of the Phoenix Clan who had followed along could not stop Leng ruoxue's violent actions in 

time and were squeezed to the back of the line by the many peacocks. 

The elders of the Feng clan who had followed them here were all very anxious! 

At this moment, they heard another scream! 

Instantly, the faces of the elders of the Phoenix race changed. They rushed into the main hall, only to 

find that they were surrounded by huge peacocks. In their human forms, they couldn't squeeze in at all. 
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"Move! Move aside!" An elder of the Phoenix tribe asked anxiously. However, the peacock in front of 

him blocked the door as if it hadn't heard him. 

In the end, the peacock in front of a certain Phoenix elder was so annoyed by the noise that it turned 

around and glared at the Phoenix elder who was trying to squeeze into the hall, and roared,""What are 

you squeezing for? can't you see that there's a traffic jam ahead?" 

It also wanted to go in and watch the show! It couldn't even walk in, so how could it make way? The 

peacock was extremely excited to hear that he had shouted at the elder of the Phoenix tribe. Hehe! It 

was good to have a new master! If it was in the past, it would never have dared to speak to the elders of 

the Phoenix tribe like this! 

As for the Phoenix tribe elder who had been yelled at, he was completely dumbfounded. 

He, he was actually roared by a Peacock! 

This was definitely a heaven-defying rhythm! 

For many years, the peacock tribe had always been a subsidiary of the Phoenix tribe. They had been 

ordered around like servants. But now, the peacock tribe actually looked down on the Phoenix tribe. 

This was really a rebellion! 

At this moment, not only was one elder thinking this way, many other elders were thinking the same 

way. However, not all of them could accept such a huge difference! 

However, before some of the elders of the Phoenix Clan who were filled with righteous indignation 

could regain their dignity, they heard another scream coming from the hall. The scream was so 

miserable that the elders 'hearts trembled uncontrollably. 

It's really, really terrifying, isn't it? 

More importantly, they didn't know what had happened in the hall, so all of them felt like there was a 

kitten in their hearts, and it was unbearable to be scratched by a cat. 

"What's going on inside?" Some of the elders couldn't stand their curiosity anymore, so they had no 

choice but to put down their airs and ask the peacock who was blocking their way. 

However, the peacocks who were asked didn't give them any good looks. Instead, they replied 

fiercely,""How would I know? I can't see it either!" 

"..." The elders of the Feng clan were in a mess! 

The miserable howls inside made them feel more and more uneasy. 

At this moment, a handsome man squeezed his way out of the main hall. All the elders of the Phoenix 

tribe looked at him. It was the Peacock King! 

In the next second, the elders of the Phoenix tribe had the Peacock King surrounded. 

The Peacock King's face paled when he saw this. He asked in a trembling voice,""You, what are you 

doing?" 



"Peacock King, don't be afraid! We just want to ask you, what's going on inside?" An elder of the 

Phoenix tribe smiled and said in what he thought was a very kind tone. 

"Are you really going to tell me?" The Peacock King looked at the Phoenix elder with a troubled 

expression and asked hesitantly. 

"Speak! We can't get in, so we don't know the situation inside. We're so anxious that we're on fire!" An 

elder of the Phoenix Clan said honestly. 

"Actually, it's not a big deal." The Peacock King looked at the elders of the Phoenix race who had 

surrounded him. 

"Nothing major? Why was there a scream from inside? Peacock King, if you have something to say, you 

can just say it. We won't blame you!" The elders of the Phoenix tribe had thought that the Peacock King 

was too afraid to say anything. Therefore, they had made their stand clear. 

"Alright then! This is what you wanted me to say! Don't you regret this!" The Peacock King said 

cautiously. 

He paused on purpose to look at the elders of the Phoenix tribe. 

As for the elders of the Phoenix race, they were all extremely worried by the Peacock King's intermittent 

words. Seeing this, Peacock King didn't hesitate and said,""The Phoenix King has fainted!" 

"What?" The elders of the Phoenix Clan were all shocked. How could the Phoenix King have fainted? 

could it be that Lord lianwu had attacked him? 

Seeing through the thoughts of the elders, the Peacock King continued,""The Phoenix King fainted 

because he had overindulged in his sexual desires!" 

After saying that, Peacock King's face turned red. 

The elders of the Feng clan were petrified! 

Did he faint from overindulgence? 

This was too embarrassing, wasn't it? 

After they finally regained their composure, some of the thin-skinned elders of the Phoenix Clan were 

too embarrassed to continue staying in the Phoenix King Palace. Otherwise, they would be so 

embarrassed that they would be unable to show their faces! 

After leaving an elder to take care of the Phoenix King, the other elders all left the Phoenix King Palace 

without looking back. 

Seeing the elders of the Phoenix race leave just like that, the Peacock King was dumbfounded! 

Did these elders really believe him? This was simply too unbelievable! 

Originally, he had thought that these old phoenixes would not believe him! He had even prepared a lot 

of excuses to persuade them, but who knew that the set of words he had prepared in advance would 

not be used! 



Peacock King didn't feel any sense of accomplishment. In fact, he even felt a slight sense of loss! 

At this moment, he was unwilling to give up. He grabbed the elder of the Phoenix Clan who had been 

left behind and said with a gloomy expression,""Why do you all believe my words so much? Aren't you 

afraid that I'm lying to you?" 

"You lied to us? Was there a need for that? Besides, it's not the first time that the Phoenix King has 

overindulged in sex. However, it's the first time that she fainted!" A certain elder of the Phoenix tribe 

said with a disapproving look. 

Hearing this, the Peacock King fell silent. 

Alright! The Phoenix King was a repeat offender. Therefore, the elders of the Phoenix Clan acted as if it 

was only natural and not so easily believed in his words! 

Peacock King was speechless. He then looked up at the sky at a 45-degree angle with a sorrowful 

expression. Was he being too ignorant? 

At the same time, a certain elder of the Phoenix tribe who had just finished speaking gave the Peacock 

King a quick glance before squeezing his way into the hall. 

When he arrived at the Phoenix King's bedroom, he saw that the Phoenix King was lying on the big red 

bed unconscious. The two beautiful male servants beside him were already scared silly. They were half 

naked and crying with snot and tears. Even Lord Wu and the peacocks were watching from the side. 

They didn't even say anything about covering the unsightly Phoenix King with a blanket. This was really 

too much! 

Although that was what the elder was thinking, he did not dare to show it on his face. Instead, he quickly 

picked up the blanket from the bed and covered the Phoenix King tightly. 

Then, a certain elder of the Phoenix Clan turned around and discussed with Leng ruoxue 

apologetically,""Lord lianwu, it's really not convenient for my Phoenix King to meet with guests right 

now. How about ... You go back first? I'll send someone to inform you when the Phoenix King wakes up. 

" 

"No! I want to stay and help. " Leng ruoxue rejected without even thinking. 

 


